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catch reduction followed for the lower F MSY hypotheses by recovery of catch to above C now (if no included 71 hypothesis results in eventual C t above C now , then none of these hypotheses imply the stock to currently be 72 overfished, and there is no point in continuing the experimental design exercise). To represent the hypothesis that F now = F MSY = r/2, it would be necessary in order to also represent B now 79 as a stable biomass to assume that K has decreased over time, such that B now ≈ K/2. In more complex 80 models, such changes can be represented as hypothesized decreases in natural mortality M , decreases in 81 growth rate, and/or decreases in the maximum or equilibrium unfished recruitment rate.
82
A simple dynamic model that we have found useful for representing strategic alternative hypotheses is the simple numbers dynamics equation
where recruitment rate R t is assumed piece-wise constant over annual time steps and is predicted for year t from the Beverton-Holt recruitment relationship
where N t−k is abundance at the start of year t − k and k is the age at recruitment to the harvestable stock N t .
83
The time dynamics for this model can be easily calculated, as
where Z t = F t + M t is the total mortality rate and C t is the total catch for year t. For this model, we assume average body weight w t remains constant at a mean , so that yield (biomass catch) is predicted to be Y t = C tw , i.e., we conservatively ignore effects of reduced F onw . Given constant mean weight, F MSY is given simply in terms of the recruitment compensation parameter κ and natural mortality rate M , as (5)
and κ is given when F MSY is taken as the leading parameter (e.g., Schnute and Kronlund 1996) catch trajectories, and this can usually be achieved by using around 10 hypotheses or grid points.
94
Calculating the expected performance of a policy option
95
One thing that is certain is that response to any experimental F policy will not exactly follow any of 96 the hypothesized average catch trajectories like in Fig. 1 with the discrete hypothesis set as a frequency distribution of concluding that each hypothesis h is correct.
103
To calculate the expected performance of an experimental policy where performance is measured most simply by total catch over a time horizon T years, we have to calculate the expected catch (averaged over hypotheses) during the experimental period, plus the expected long term catch averaged again over hypotheses and over the frequency distribution of possible long-term estimatesh of the best hypothesis: however, in our experience such tedious simulations give almost exactly the same answer as simply using 122 average C t for each model and F sequence, and a single assessment of the probability distribution P (h|h).
123
Dual effects of control typically involve tradeoffs, and these are quite evident in eq. 7. To make the second 124 term of the equation larger, we want to make P (h|h) as close to diagonal as possible, i.e., to make the 125 probabilities of concludingh not equal to h as small as possible. But experimental choices that achieve this 126 goal may require more informative choices for the first term of the equation, i.e, lower F exp that lead to the 127 highest contrast among h in predictions of C exp,t .
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Choosing among alternative hypotheses at the end of the experiment
129
The only serious technical difficulty in applying the value assessment eq. 7 is in assessing the error rate 130 probability distribution P (|h) of concluding thath is correct when h is actually correct, for each correct 131 possibility h. Note that we can think of P as simply a matrix of probabilities or frequencies of occurrence,
132
with a column for each true hypothesis and a row for each hypothesis that might be concluded to be true at 133 the end of a period of experimental observation.
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A straightforward way to estimate P (h|h) is simply to conduct a large number of simulation trials under 
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Simulation of future data gathering and analysis can be streamlined considerably if we assume that the 141 main data to be used for deciding the most likely hypothesis are the experimental catches C exp,t , and 142 that other indicators of population response (such as fisheries independent relative abundance indices and 143 changes in age structure) will be used only as auxiliary information to validate that the experimental fishing 144 mortality rate F exp has actually been achieved (and to correct C exp,t predictions for years when it has not).
145
In this case, for each simulation trial of the experiment, we can take a simple sum of squared deviations of 146 predicted from observed catches (or log catches) as a likelihood measure for each hypothesis. For eachh,
with the true h for which the current column of P (h|h) is being evaluated, and take the most likely model 149h to be the one that has the minimum SSh. This reduces the data simulation problem to one of predicting rather, we would likely conclude from the catch and effort data that these stocks are sustainably overfished.
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In the shrimp case, there is considerable uncertainty about what catch data to use for assessment (Fig. 2) . to optimistic (catches sustainable at current or possibly even higher levels).
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[ Fig. 2 
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Qualitatively similar results were obtained for both case stocks (Fig. 4) with no discernable benefit from following an experimental policy.
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[ Fig. 4 about here.]
251
The yellowfin tuna example involves relatively low F MSY and a substantial recruitment lag (k = 3 years in 252 eq. 2), which imply relatively slow stock rebuilding and hence statistical difficulty in distinguishing among 253 hypotheses even when F exp is very low. So this case is near the edge of the domain of parameter combinations 254 for which experimental management can improve (in an expected value sense) upon the simpler "certainty equivalent" or "passively adaptive" policy choice of simply adopting an assumed F MSY near the middle of 256 the range of hypotheses, without expectation that improved estimates of F MSY will be obtained afterward.
257
We can think of V as consisting of two expected value components V = V CE + V I , where V CE is a certainty 
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Discussion
266
Three main things could cause an experimental plan based on the methods described above to fail upon 267 implementation. The first is a none of the above response, where the stock exhibits some more extreme 268 behavior during the experimental period than predicted under the strategic range of response hypotheses.
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This happened for example with the Newfoundland northern cod stock, and is a substantial risk in any 270 situation where the stock has been severely reduced by fishing and or there has been substantial change in 271 habitat or ecosystem structure. Obviously the best way to guard against this cause of failure is to insure that 272 the range of hypothesized responses is very wide.
273
The second and far more likely cause is implementation failure, where the target fishing mortality rate 
